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VOICE 
When we speak something, we start either from ‘Subject’ or from 

Passive Subject (Object of active voice),  

here we need to understand a thing if a sentence begins with subject, 

it forms an ‘Active’ voice sentence and if a sentence begins with 

Passive Subject (Object of active voice), it forms a ‘Passive’ voice 

sentence. 

Note- Before learning the chapter ‘voice’, you need to keep in your 

mind that whether there is any kind of verb in an ‘active’ sentence, 

but when we make passive voice of any sentence, we always use ‘Be’ 

verb and with ‘be’ verb, we need to use ‘V3’ (Third form of the verb). 

The shopkeeper sells the vegetables. 

Subject + Verb + Object 

The vegetables are sold by the shopkeeper.  

Passive Subject(Object) + Be +Verb3 + by + Subject (Agent) 

We can learn through the example given above, here in Active Voice 

sentence, it starts with subject (The shopkeeper) and verb is (Sells) 

and the object is (the vegetables).  

And now we have to convert it into passive voice. 

Firstly, we require object of Active Voice which becomes Passive 

Subject (the vegetables) and according to its subject, we have to use 

‘Be form’ of verb (are) and then we have to use third form of the verb 

(V3) and then generally we use ‘by’ and then the subject of the Active 

Voice (the shopkeeper) which becomes the agent of the sentence. 

This is a general formation of a passive voice sentence. 

Let’ have a look at how the changes are done in the Voice Sentences. 
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SIMPLE PRESET TENSE 

Active SUB + MV(s/es form) + O   

Passive SUB + IS/AM/ARE + V3 

Active-  Karan makes a noise. 

Passive –  A noise is made by Karan. 

Active-  They like chocolates. 

Passive –  Chocolates are liked by them. 

Active-  We respect our teachers. 

Passive –  Our teachers are respected by us. 

Active-  Aman does not read this book. 

Passive –  This book is not read by Aman. 

Active –  They write this letter. 

Passive –  This letter is written by them. 

PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE 

Active -  SUB + IS/AM/ARE + V1+ing    

Passive- SUB + IS/AM/ARE + BEING + V3 

Active –  He is reading this book.  

Passive –  This book is being read by him. 

Active-  Ankur is operating the laptop. 

Passive –  The laptop is being operated by Ankur. 

Active-  I am driving the car. 

Passive –  The car is being driven by me. 

Active-  They are playing football. 
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Passive –  Football is being played by them. 

Active-  The teacher is replying the questions. 

Passive-  The questions are being replied by the teacher. 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

Active   -     Passive 

SUB + HAS/HAVE + V3 - SUB + HAS/HAVE + BEEN + V3 

Active-  Shivam has washed his clothes. 

Passive-  His clothes have been washed by Shivam. 

Active-  They have started this work. 

Passive-  This work has been started by them. 

Active-  My father has scolded me. 

Passive- I have been scolded by my father. 

SIMPLE PAST TENSE 

Active - SUB + V2    

Passive- SUB + WAS/WERE + V3 

Active-  He wrote this book.  

Passive-  This book was written by him. 

Active-  The headmaster gave a prize. 

Passive-  A prize was given by the headmaster. 

PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE 

Active - SUB + WAS/WERE + V1+ing   

Passive - SUB + WAS/WERE + BEING + V3 

Active-  The students were watching the match. 
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Passive-  The match was being watched by the students. 

Active-  She was calling him. 

Passive-  He was being called by her.  

PAST PERFECT TENSE 

Active - SUB + HAD+V3  

Passive - SUB + HAD + BEEN + V3 

Active-  The students had completed the task before I reached  

  there. 

Passive-  The task had been completed by the students before I  

  reached there. 

Active-  The prime minister had shown a new picture in 2016. 

Passive-  A new picture had been shown by the prime minister in  

  2016. 

SIMPLE FUTURE TENSE 

Active- SUB + WILL/SHALL + V1  

Passive -  SUB + WILL/SHALL + BE + V3 

Active-  The police will investigate the murder case. 

Passive-  The murder case will be investigated by the police. 

Active-  They will assign the task. 

Passive-  The task will be assigned by them. 

FUTURE PERFECT TENSE 

Active  -  SUB + WILL/SHALL + HAVE + V3   

Passive SUB + WILL/SHALL + HAVE + BEEN + V3 

Active-  The postman will have delivered the letter by Monday. 
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Passive-  The letter will have been delivered by the postman by  

  Monday. 

Active-  My father will have read the newspaper by 7 o’clock. 

Passive-  The newspaper will have been read by my father by 7  

  o’clock. 

NOTE-  Generally, the Passive Voice forms of ‘Present Perfect  

  Continuous Tense’, ‘Past Perfect Continuous Tense’,  

  ‘Future Continuous Tense’ and ‘Future Perfect Continuous 

  Tense’ are not formed and accepted in our exam. That is 

  why we need to work over these sentences. 

SPECIAL RULES WITH MODAL VERB 

Active    -   Passive 

WILL/SHALL/WOULD/SHOULD/CAN/COULD/ 

MAY/MIGHT/MUST/OUGHT TO would be changed into 

WILL/SHALL/WOULD/SHOULD/CAN/COULD/ 

MAY/MIGHT/MUST/OUGHT TO + BE + V3 

Active-  He can speak Hindi. 

Passive-  Hindi is spoken by him. 

Active-  We must obey our parents. 

Passive-  Our parents must be obeyed by us. 

SOME MORE SPECIAL RULES 

IS TO/AM TO/ARE TO/ WAS TO/ WERE TO/ HAS TO/ HAVE 

TO/ HAD TO should be changes into  IS TO/AM TO/ARE TO/ WAS 

TO/ WERE TO/ HAS TO/ HAVE TO/ HAD TO + BE + V3 

Active-  I am to write a book. 

Passive-  A book is to be written by me. 
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Active-  We need to write these lines. 

Passive-  These lines need to be written by us. 

IF THE SENTECE IS BASED ON THE 

STRUCTURE 

-  There + Verb + Noun(Subject) + Infinitive verb(To + V1)  

 It should be changed into- 

-  There + Verb + Noun(Subject) + to be + V3 

Active-  There is nothing to do. 

Passive-  There is nothing to be done. 

Active-  There is nothing to take. 

Passive-  There is nothing to be taken. 

IF THE SENTENCE IS BASED ON THIS 

STRUCTURE 
 -It + Verb + Noun + Infinitive (to + V1) + Object 
 It should be changed into  

 -It + Verb + Noun + for + Object + to be + V3 

Active-  It is time to prepare for the examination. 

Passive-  It is time for the examination to be prepared. 

Active-  It is time to complete the work. 

Passive-  It is time for the work to be completed. 

IF THE SENTENCE IS IN IMPERATIVE FORM 
  MAIN VERB (V1) + Object(Main word) 

  It should be changed into – 

  Let + Object (Main Word) + be + V3  

Active-  Complete the work. 

Passive-  Let the work be completed. 

Active-  Open the door. 

Passive-  Let the door be opened.  
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IF THE SENTENCE IS BASED ON ‘REQUEST, 

ORDER, SUGGESTION, ETC.’ IT SHOULD BE  

CHANGED LIKE 

Active-  Respect your elders. 

Passive –  Your elders should be respected. 

Active-  Bring a glass of water. 

Passive –  A glass of water must be brought.  

IF THE SENTENCE IS BASED ON THIS 

STRUCTURE 
  LET + Indirect Object + V1 + Direct Object 

 

  It should be changed into  

 

  LET + Direct Object + be + V3 + by + Indirect Object 

Active-  Let me do this work. 

Passive-  Let this work be done by me. 

 

Active-  Let me break this glass sheet. 

Passive-  Let this glass sheet be broken by me. 

IF THE SENTENCE IS IN INTERROGATIVE 

SENTENCE, THE STRUCTURE WOULD BE 
Question word + Helping Verb + Subject + Main Verb + Object? 

It should be converted into- 

Question word +Helping Verb + Subject (Object of Active Voice) + 

V3 + by + Object (Subject of Active Voice)? 

Active-  When can you complete this work? 

Passive-  When can this work be completed by you? 

Active-  Will you operate this machine? 

Passive-  Will this machine be operated by you? 
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THERE ARE SOME VERBS WHICH ARE- 
SURPRISED, ASHTONISHED, SHOCKED, ALARMED, 

ANNOYED, DISAPPOINTED, WHICH FOLLOW PREPOSITION 

‘AT’ 

Active –  His condition alarmed me. 

Passive-  I was alarmed at his condition. 

Active-  His work disappointed me. 

Passive-  I am disappointed at his work. 

KNOWN AND OBLIGED FOLLOW 

PREPOSITION ‘TO’ 
Active-  I know him. 

Passive –  He is known to me. 

Active-  We oblige the elders. 

Passive –  The elders are obliged to us. 

PLEASED, SATISFIED, DISGUSTED, 

IMPRESSED, FOLLOW PREPOSITION ‘WITH’ 
Active-  Your honesty has pleased me. 

Passive –  I have been pleased with your honesty. 

Active –  Your work has impressed me. 

Passive –  I have been impressed with your work. 

INTERESTED, CONSISTED AND CONTAINED 

FOLLOW PREPOSITION ‘IN’ 
Active-  This job interests me. 

Passive-  I am interested in this job. 

Active –  This book contains many errors. 

Passive –  Many errors are contained in this book.
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